
 

 

 

 

 

TOWN OF VERMILION 

MINUTES OF THE GOOD LIFE INSTITUTE MEETING 

October 4, 2016 @ 7:30 AM 

Present Candice Anderson, Carol Wasylik, Colleen Berg, Tannis Frantik,  

Tannis Henderson, Kirby Whitlock, Michelle Feist (Guest), and Thea Warriner (Guest) 

Absent Caroline McAuley, Audrey Chesterman, and Mary Lee Prior 
           

1. WELCOME AND WHAT’S GOOD? Carol called the meeting to order at 7:42 a.m. 

 

2. AGENDA ADOPTION: Colleen moved that we accept the agenda. Carried. 

 

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 

3.1 Minutes of previous meeting from September 20, 2016: Kirby moved that we accept the meeting 

minutes. Carried. 
 

 

4. BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES: 

4.1 Art in the Park: 

Turn Out: The rain became over bearing by approximately 3:00 p.m. and we decided to close it down early. 

Regardless, after counting the plates that had been used, we still had approximately 300 people come through. 

Vendors: Although the weather was a nuisance, it was especially difficult on the vendors. As a result, Candice 

ended up reimbursing a portion of the vendors for the inconvenience. The tents from Lakeland College were 

definitely helpful, but we will be ensuring that we get the walls for next year, in case of wind or light rain. 

Date: We discussed a change of date for the Art in the Park and decided that we will go with the weekend after the 

long weekend, which is September 9th in 2017. We decided this for three reasons. First, we have a better 

opportunity for stable weather. Secondly, we received feedback from individuals of the community that there were 

too many other events taking place at the same time, that it made it difficult to attend everything, especially the Cab 

Sav & Canvases class. Third, a lot of the publicity was focused on Art in the Park, as opposed to all events in Alberta 

Culture Days. This is unfair to the other participating organizations and we also found that it causes confusion for the 

community. Candice will discuss with Allied Arts to make them aware. 

Cab Sav & Canvases: We purchased the materials for the Cab Sav & Canvases, which is an upfront cost, but we 

now have the paint brushes for 25 people for next year, so the cost will be far less for supplies next year. The class 

went very well and the feedback was very positive. Because of the popularity, we decided that for 2017, we will hold 

two classes. A “Mimosa Masterpieces” from 9 a.m. until 12 p.m. and then “Cab Sav & Canvases” from 1 p.m. until 4 

p.m. Candice has followed up with Monica To to ensure that this timeline is sufficient. 

Artist Competition: The artists in the museum was a great idea. The museum opened up at 9:15 a.m., so we 

started later than expected, therefore we allowed the artists to paint until 3:15 p.m. Because we had shut down the 

park portion, we did the judging with the Cab Sav & Canvases class. It was easier having the artists all in one location 

 



and with the geocaching taking place in the museum, it was a good opportunity for the public to witness the painting 

taking place. 

Cinnamon Buns: Tolland Cochrane and Justin Clark assisted with the fire for the wood burning oven. We 

received three cases of cinnamon buns from Nick’s Family Restaurant, two weeks before the event, which were paid 

for. They were picked up and put into the freezer at Christina’s Home Furnishings. We asked for three more cases to 

be ordered at that time. The order was not placed by the restaurant, which we were not informed of until the day 

before the event. As a result, we contacted another business which we knew to have a Sysco account and had them 

order four cases for us to pick up directly from Edmonton. Colleen Berg drove to the location to retrieve for us. The 

day of the event, the cinnamon buns went over well. We packed the remaining cinnamon buns, approximately two 

cases, into the fridges and donated them to the Vermilion Senior’s Centre, which they decided to refreeze. As per 

conversations with Inter Pipeline, they do not want us charging for either the lunch or the cinnamon buns when 

they’re listed as the sponsors. 

Lunch: The lunch went over well and we liked that we could serve it instead, as we could vocalize Inter Pipelines 

sponsorship. 

Music: We did not bring out the piano, due to the rain but could keep that as an idea for next year. Our music 

talents for the day all cancelled as well, as the weather would be difficult on their instruments. We had recorded folk 

/ country music instead, which worked well. For next year, Ray Blackmore offered at no cost for his band to come 

play for a four hour set. 

Set Up: We had seven fire students from the school assist us in set up at 7 a.m. for putting up tents, tables and 

chairs. Kevin John also assisted and several Good Life board members. For tear down, we had to keep all the tents 

up, as it was too wet to pack up and decided that we would take them down at 4 p.m. the following day. Overnight, 

the 40’x40’ tent was vandalized and a pole was pulled out from under the tent. The pole was still pegged in, 

resulting in a bend in the securing position of the pole. Once the tent was brought down, the mud was washed off 

the canvas and poles. The damage will be able to be repaired and the College was made aware of the damage. Four 

fire students returned to assist with tear down the next day. Candice will be writing a letter of thank you, specifying 

their assistance. 

 

 

5. NEW BUSINESS 

5.1 Upcoming Events: SAVOR and Amazing Race are still consistently selling. Next meeting we will begin the 

specifics of the SAVOR event. 

 

6. NEXT MEETING: Tuesday, October 18, 2016 at 7:30 a.m. at Town Hall, Front Meeting Room. 
 

7. ADJOURNMENT: Carol moved to adjourn the meeting at 8:34 a.m. Carried. 


